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Abstract. A result is presented which suggests the form of global Liapunov func-

tions for many nonlinear mechanical systems in the "pseudodissipative" class. Conse-

quently, this result often provides a means of "global analysis" of the overall behavior

of such a system. In each of three examples, the general behavior of a mechanical

system is ascertained by means of the result presented.

1. Introduction. Stability analysis of "generalized equilibria" [9] provides consid-

erable information about the behavior of any motion originating sufficiently near to

generalized equilibria, and this also is true for stability analysis of "reduced equi-

libria" [10] which often correspond to steady motions. Unfortunately, almost all

systems are nonlinear and stability analysis of equilibria gives little or no indication

of "how near" is "sufficiently near." In fact, for a nonlinear system the behaviors of

most motions are not described at all by pure stability analysis of equilibria.

Our present objective is to demonstrate that some global conclusions, concerning

the behaviors of all motions, can be reached for many nonlinear pseudodissipative

systems. The construction and use of a global Liapunov function is considered in Sec.

3 (see Theorem 3.1), and the examples of Sec. 4 are analyzed on the basis of theory

presented in Sec. 3. The following Sec. 2 describes our concepts and definitions.

2. Notation and terminology. Consider a collection of particles observed by some

inertial observer, and choose n "generalized coordinates" (qt, q2, , qn) = q e

@ C 31" , where $ is some open subset of 31" ; the dimension n of the generalized

position q e 3?" need not be minimal. We denote by u € 31" the corresponding

generalized speed; i.e., u{t) = q(t) along motions q(-): 31 —> 31" . The resulting

generalized kinetic energy T: 3? x if x & and generalized force Q : 3? x

& x 31" —> 3ln depend upon the generalized state (q, u) e $ x 3,?" and possibly

the current time t e 31. Any and all kinematic constraints on (q, u) may be

accounted for by defining a kinematically possible set W(t) c tf x 3ln, consisting of

all generalized states (q, u) kinematically possible at time t e 32 . A C1-smooth

function q{-)\ 31 ^ 31" is kinematically possible on [?,, t2) if {q(t), q(t)) G W(t)

for all ?€[/,, t2).
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666 J. A. WALKER

Apart from some of the foregoing notation, we depart from the classical Lagrange

formulation only by assuming that Q is explicitly known, continuous, and "pseu-

dodissipative" in the following sense:

Definition 2.1. The generalized force Q will be called pseudodissipative if there

exists a C1 -smooth function U: 3? x x 3?" —► 31, affine with respect to its third

argument u e 3?" , and another function D : 3? x tf x 3?" —► 31" such that

n

Y^ui - v!)\dM* 0,")- Di(t, q,v)]<o (i)
/=i

for all (t, q, u, v) G 32 x (f x 3?" x 3ln , and along every kinematically possible

0(0,
n

^2S,{t)Q,{t, q(t)', 0(0)
i= i

= Y,WD,{t ,9(0,0(0)
/=1

rd d    0

/= i

c/(?, ̂ (0, 0(0) - 0(0, 0(0)
dtoUf aql

(2)

for all c'-smooth <?(■): ^ such that (#(0 , 0(0 + ̂ (0) S ^(0 for all t£32.

U will be called pseudopotential and the function L = T - U will be called the

Lagrangian. Due to property (1), D will be called the dissipative part of Q .

The generalized force Q will be called strongly pseudodissipative if equality occurs

in condition (1) only when u = v . Q will be called pseudoconservative if D = 0 .

Definition 2.1 was made and discussed recently [9], as was the following definition

[10].
Definition 2.2. If Q is pseudodissipative, then the last n — r generalized coor-

dinates (<? , , qr+-,, ... , qn) = w e 3?"~r are said to be ignorable if the following

conditions are met with q = (q , w) € 31" x 32"~' , q = {q] , q2, ... , qr):

(a) There exist selections for U and D such that D and L = T - U are

independent of w e 32"~r; in particular, there exist an open set <f C 3?r

and functions L : 3? x (f x 3i" —> 3i , D: 3? x @ x 32" —> 32" , such that

(9 c & x 32"~' and

L(t,q, u) = L(t, q, u), D{t, q , u) = D{t, 0 , u),

for all (/, q, u) € 31 x & x 32" .

(b) There exist sets W{t) c @ x 31" and S?[t, 0) c 31" ' such that

W(t) = {(q, u) C<f x32"\(q, u) eW{t), w e 3*{t, q)} , te32.

We say w e 32"~r is an ignorable part of q e ,5?" , q e j?' is the corresponding

reduced position, (0 , u) e 32* x 32" is the corresponding reduced state, and ^(0 C

x is the corresponding reduced kinematically possible set.
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In [9] we discussed a "generalized state" (q, u) e 31" x 3ln, while in [10] we

discussed a "reduced state" (q, u) e 3lr x 3ln on the assumption that at least one

generalized coordinate was ignorable and treated as such (i.e., n > r > 0). In

order to conserve space here, we shall combine these cases by omitting the adjectives

"generalized" and "reduced", utilizing the notation of Definition 2.2 throughout, and

allowing the possibility that r = n. Note that if r = n , which we can always choose*,

we have q(t) = q(t) e 3?" and can make the substitutions

(.r,q,<?,L,D, W(t)) -> (n, q, <f, L, D, <W(t))

in all of the following.

If the generalized force is pseudodissipative and the last n-r generalized coordi-

nates are both ignorable and ignored (n > r > 0), Lagrange's formulation produces

the following consequences of Newton's second law:

Theorem 2.1. If a continuous function (q(-) ,«(■)): 31 —> 3?r x 3ln is dynamically

possible on [/0, t A , then for all t €[t0, tf),

(q(t), u(t)) e W(t), ul(t) = ql(t) for I < r, (3)

and

• = Ewi=i
d+ d ... , ,,

~dt~dul q

q{t), u{t)) - D,(t,q{t), u(t)) (4)

for all C'-smooth such that (q(t), u(t) + 6(t)) eW(t), t() < t < tf.

In [9] no coordinates were ignored (r = n) and (3)—(4) were called the generalized

motion equations. In [10] the last n-r coordinates were both ignorable and ignored

(r < n), so (3)-(4) were called the reduced motion equations. Here (3)-(4) are

simply called the motion equations, whether r = n or r < n .

The following presentation is based on four assumptions:

(i) A particular initial instant tQ has been chosen, and the time interval of in-

terest is [tQ , oo).

(ii) Q is known, continuous, and pseudodissipative on [r0 , oo).

(iii) The last n-r generalized coordinates are ignorable and ignored, 0 < r < n ,

and L is time-invariant.

(iv) For each (q°, u°) e ^(/0), there exists a continuous solution (q{-), u{-)):

[/0, oo) —» c%r x 31" of (3)-(4) such that q(t0) = q° , u(t0) = u . Moreover,

at each t>tQ, (q(t), u(t)) depends continuously on (q°, u).

Assumptions (i)-(iv) are very mild and will be maintained henceforth without

further comment.

Obviously, the simplest type of solution of the motion equations (3)-(4) would

be a constant solution, (q(t), u(t)) = (qc, u) for some fixed (q , ue) e 3lr x 3?" ;

*We may choose r < n if the conditions of Definition 2.2 allow this, but we need not do so. Ignorable

coordinates need not be ignored, and we can always choose r — n .
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the corresponding initial state (qe, ue) e ^(tQ) is called an equilibrium. If r < n ,

each equilibrium corresponds to a family of steady motions q(-): [?0, oo) —>

parameterized by the initial values of the n - r ignored coordinates. If r = n , then

u = 0 e Z%n and q(t) = q e is constant. Whether r — n or r < n, the

following result [9, 10] is useful.

Corollary 2.1. (qe, u) e x 3ln is an equilibrium if and only if ut — 0 for

each / < r and, for all t>tQ, {qe , ue) e &(t) and

o=iy,(D
/= i

-Q^-L(t0, q , u) + D,(t, q , u ) (5)

for all C'-smooth S^-): & —► such that (qe, ue + S(t)) £&(t), t > t0 .

In [10] r < n and (qe, u) e &r x was called a reduced equilibrium. In

[9] r = n and (qe , u) = (</, 0) e x was called a generalized equilibrium.

Here we shall consider both cases, use the unadorned term "equilibrium," and define

If C 3$r x to be the set of all equilibria; clearly I? cff(t) for all I > tQ.

Our principal interest lies in determining conditions sufficient to ensure that every

motion approaches f as time increases. That is, we wish to ensure that for every

(q° , u°) e ^(t0),

,lim (,. 115(0 - q\\r + NO - "ID = 0
l~to° (q,u)e£

along the corresponding solution of (3)-(4). The results of the following section bear

on this problem of showing that f is a "global attractor" [3].

3. General asymptotic behavior. In the following Theorem 3.1 we employ two

somewhat arbitrary c'-smooth functions h: tf —> SZr, p: @ , and three

[h, £)-related functions defined as

G(q , u) = ^(u, - p/(?))^-L(r0 , q , w)
/= i

-L(/0, <7, w) + L(?0, /?(<?), ,p(<7))

+ i^(Qi ~ h(G)> pW)> (6)
/=l

r d    5

(=i j=i ^

— L(t0, h(q), p(q)) - —L{t0,q, u)

+ £>/(*)
/=i

Z(/0, A($), /?(<?)) - ^-£(^0,9, ") (7)

F(/, q, u) = ftu,-PiWmt, q,u)~ D^t, q,p(q))], (8)
/=i

for all (q , u) €<P x 3?" and t > tQ. Definition 2.1 implies that F(t, q , u) < 0 .
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The structure of G is of some interest. L has the form
Y n n n

L{t0, q,u) = - EE uiujmjj(q) + X>, /,(«+/„(«)
;=1 j=\ /=1

for some c'-smooth ft\ & —► & (/ = 0, 1, ... , n), where each

m"w) s 1< ») = dy/('m

is independent of u G 32n and the n x n symmetric matrix M(q) = [w(;.(<7)] is

positive semidefinite for each q £ (f. Hence, identifying u e 31n with an n x 1

matrix, we find that

G(q, u) = ^{u - p(q))7 M(q)(u - p{q)) + G(q, p(q)) (10)

and G(q , u) > G(q , p{q)) for all (q , u) € & x . If Z is C2-smooth, then

|G(?, />(<?)) - (? - h(q))TK(q)(q - A(?))/2| < o(||tf - h{q)tr) (11)

where the r x r symmetric matrix K(q) = [ku(q)],

„2

fct7(g) = ~Qq.dq1^0' i> j = 1. 2, , r. (12)

The local estimate (11) is of little value here, since we are interested in global

results. However, such estimates were used in [9, 10] to prove a number of corollaries

to stability theorems provided for an equilibrium (qe , u ) € 3lr x 3$n . Therein we

chose (h(q), p{q)) = (qe , ue) and found that S(q , u) = 0 .

Here the essence of our approach is to choose the functions h and p such that

S(q, u) < 0 for all (q, u) e £P(?), t > tQ . Then, under certain additional assump-

tions, it will be possible to conclude that G is a global Liapunov function [8] and

this will allow us to draw conclusions regarding the behavior of all solutions of the

motion equations (3)-(4). See the following theorem.

Theorem 3.1. Suppose that there exist C'-smooth functions h: (9 —> 3tr, p: @ —>

3i" , such that the following conditions hold:

(a) At every t > t0, the statement (q, u) e W(t) implies that (q, p(q)) e &(t).

(b) Ptf)) = 'Hq),P{q)) for all (?,<?) e x 8?, / =

1 , 2, , r.

(c) For all {q,u)£W(t) and t > ?0 ,

E"/
/= l

d
— L{t0, /?(<?), p{q)) + D,{t, q , p(q)) = 0.

Then along every solution of (3)-(4)

d+
~JjG(q{t), u(t)) = S(q(t), u(t)) + F(t,q(t), u(t))

< S(q(t), u(t)), t>t0.
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If in addition to (a)-(c),

(d) S(q, u) < 0 for all (q, u) £ W(t) and t > t0 ,

then G(q(-), «(•)): [t0, oc) —> 3? is nonincreasing along every solution of (3)-(4).

If in addition to (a)-(d),

(e) there exists g0 e 31 such that G(q, p{q)) > g0 for all q ,

then there exist limits

/•T+l rT— 1

lim / S(q{t), u(t))dt = lim / F(t, q(t), u(t))dt = 0,
^o°/t

lim G(q(t), u(t)) > g0,
t—>oo U

along every solution of (3)-(4).

Sketch of Proof. Under assumptions (a)-(c), we consider some solution

(<?(•), «(•)): [?0> 00) ^ x ^ °f (3)-(4). Choosing S(t) = p{q(t)) - u(t) in

(4), we find under (a)-(c) that

^jG(im , «(0) = S(q(t), u(t)) + F(t, q(t), u(t)) < S(q(t), u(t))

for all t > t0 . Under (d), G(q(t), u(t)) is nonincreasing on [?0, oo). If condition (e)

also holds, then (10) implies that G(q(t), u{t)) is bounded below by g0 on [r0, oo).

Since F and S are nonpositive, the theory of nonincreasing functions [5] produces

the remaining conclusions. This concludes our sketch of the proof.

Notice that conditions (a)-(d) imply that G is a Liapunov function on all of

(9 x 3%n ; i.e., G is a global Liapunov function. This means that for each p e 31

the closed set _

{(q , u) e d? x ,9$n | G(q , u) < p}

and the open set

{(q , u) €(f x 3?" | G(q , u) < p}

are positive invariant [8] under the motion equations (3)-(4). So are each of their

disjoint components if either set consists of a collection of disjoint subsets (com-

ponents) of the same type (closed or open, respectively). This fact follows from

continuity of the Liapunov function G .

If Q is strongly pseudodissipative and D is (t, <?)-invariant, things may become

much simpler, as the following result indicates.

Corollary 3.1. Suppose that the following conditions hold for some particular equi-

librium (qe, u) e 3lr x 31" with h(q) = qc, p{q) = ue in (6)-(7):

(a) ff(t) is time-invariant and the statement (q, u) € ^(t0) implies that both

{q, u) e l?(f0) and (5) holds with S(t) = u - u'.

(b) Q is strongly pseudodissipative, and D(t, q, u) = D(t0, q , u) for all (q, u)

e W(t0), t>t0.

(c) G(q , u) > g0 for some g0 E 3? and all (q, u) £&(t0).

(d) There does not exist a solution of the motion equations (3)-(4) along which

G(q(t), u(t)) is nonincreasing, Jrr+1 ||w(f) - u\\ndt -+ 0 as r —> oo, but

ll^(0llr + ll"(0ll„ is unbounded.
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Then all conclusions of Theorem 3.1 hold and u(t) —> u , (q(t), u(t)) —+ & as

t —> oo, along the solution of (3)-(4) for every (q°, u°) e ^(t0). In fact, to each

(q°, u°) e W{t0) there corresponds some g° < G{q°, u ) such that (q(t), u(t))

approaches some bounded connected subset of f on which u - u and G(q, u) =

g° ■
Sketch of Proof. The assumptions (i)-(iv) of Sec. 2 and our current conditions (a)-

(b) imply that L, D,W are time-invariant and the motion equations (3)-(4) generate

a C°-semigroup on &(t0) [8]. Our current choices for h and p, the equilibrium

condition (5), and our current conditions (a)-(c) imply that the conditions (a)-(e)

of Theorem 3.1 are met with S(q, u) = 0.

Since &ln is a locally compact metric space, our current condition (b) and Def-

inition 2.1 assure the existence of a strictly increasing function /: 32* —► R such

that /(0) = 0 and F(t, q, u) > f(\\u- u ||n) for all u / ue . Hence, for each initial

state (q°, u) e ^(/0) the conclusions of Theorem 3.1 imply that G(q(t), u{t)) is

nonincreasing, /('+l ||m(t) - ue ||M and G{q(t), u(t)) —» g° as t —> oo .

Our current condition (d) now implies that (q , u ) has precompact positive orbit

and (q(t), u(t)) approaches a bounded, connected, and invariant positive limit set

Q.(q° ,u°) [1,4]. Since u(t) -> u , it follows that u = u for all (q, u) e Q(q° , u°)

and so, by invariance, Q.(q°, u°) c £?. This concludes our sketch of the proof.

Condition (d) of Corollary 3.1 seems complicated but obviously is met if G(q, u)

—> oo whenever ||^||f + ||w||n oo; it is also met in many other circumstances. For

example, if r = 1 , M(q) >0 for all q E<f, and G(q, u) is nontrivially periodic in

q (as in Examples 4.1-4.3), then condition (d) is met.

One implication of Corollary 3.1 is that u is the same for all equilibria (q , ue) e

W ; it follows that the assumptions of Corollary 3.1 cannot be met unless I? has this

property, as in Examples 4.1-4.2. Another implication of Corollary 3.1 is that all

motions are bounded and, if all {qe, u) are isolated in 3ir x 3ln, each motion

approaches some particular {qe, ue) (which depends on (q°, u0)) as t —► oo . See

Examples 4.1-4.2, which are related to earlier examples of [10, 9],

In the following Examples 4.1 -4.2 we find it possible to apply Corollary 3.1. In Ex-

ample 4.3, Q is not strongly pseudodissipative and only the less restrictive Theorem

3.1 applies.

4. Examples.

Example 4.1. The housing y of a motor with armature /? is hinged to a clevis

£ which is driven about a vertical axis by another motor attached to the floor a,

assumed to be inertial. See Fig. 1. Along motions, bearing friction at B and

B' creates a torque rf{6(t)) on y about the horizontal bearing axis Ax, where

ty: is C'-smooth, r^O) = 0, and r'({ue) < 0 for all ue e 91. Both motors

have strictly declining delivered-torque/speed relations. In particular, the C'-smooth

torques t,(m ) and r2{ug) (delivered to £ and p by the lower and upper motors,

respectively) have strictly negative derivatives, include the effects of motor-bearing

friction, and become zero at known angular rates w, and cu,, respectively. Axyz
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is a principal coordinate system for both the armature /? and the housing y of the

upper motor, and C is the mass center of this motor. 14 will denote the amount of

inertia (about a vertical axis through A) of the clevis £ (including the lower motor

armature).

Choosing y + fi + £ to be our collection and defining q = (8, y/ , (f>) E ,

we see that u = (Ug , u¥ , uj 6 ^ , &(t) = ^ x & for all t,

T(t, q, u) = xug + J2u2v sin2 8

+ J3(ul +lu^u^ cos 8) +(IA +J3cos28)u2} (13)

Fig. 1. Mechanism of Examples 4.1-4.2.
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with

J |   J1 ~f" /1 i J J   J | "I- A 5 ■/1   J1 4" A ;

j(P)
JAxyz

Jl 0 0
0^0
o o j3

j(y)
J Axyz

3 — 3 3 '

/, 0 0
0 /, 0
o o~ ;3 j

(14)

and Q is strongly pseudodissipative with

U(t, q, u) — mgl cos 6, (15)

D(t, q, u) = [rf(ue), t,^), t2(m0)]. (16)

Both y and ^ are ignorable and we define J1' = <f, ?(!)i J1 x ,

L = T - U, and D = D. For convenience we also define two new parameters

cr = u>l(J3 - 72), C = JioJl(o2 - mgl, (17)

and note that

9 ~ — — 2
^L(/, 6, u) = [{J2 - /j)^ cos 0 — Jj,uvu(. + rag/] sin 0 .

Corollary 2.1 shows that the set of all equilibria is

I? = {(0, u) 6 x 1 m = (0, a>,, a>2), (<r cos 6 - £) sin 6 = 0}.

We see that each equilibrium (6e, u) is isolated from all others. Some equilibria

are unstable and the others are asymptotically stable; the stability properties of all

equilibria were determined for almost all values of a in £ in [10]. See Table 1

where (8e, u)j is any equilibrium in ,

= {(0, u) e f | cos0 = 1}, f2 = {(0, m) e ^ | cos0 = -1},

r3 = {(0, u) € r I sin 0 > 0} , f4 = {(0 , u) e r I sin 0 < 0} ,

and the claimed stability is asymptotic.

Table 1. Stability table for Example 4.1.

<7<-|d a > ICI c>ki
(ee, ue){ UNSTABLE STABLE UNSTABLE STABLE

(de , UNSTABLE STABLE STABLE UNSTABLE

(de , STABLE UNSTABLE IMPOSSIBLE

We choose h(6) sOe J1, p(0) = (0, co, , co2), and note that (/z(0), />(0)) G

F,S(0, u) = 0,

2G{6, u) = J \ ii~g + (/, sin" 0 + / ( + /3 cos" 0){u¥ - &>,)2

+ J3[w0 - co2 + (m - W|)cos0]3

+ 2((1 - cos0) + cr( 1 — cos" 0).
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All conditions of Corollary 3.1 are met, so to each initial state (60 , m°) eJ'xJ3
ie ?\

there corresponds some particular (and isolated) (9 ,« )gf such that (6{t), u(t))

{9e, u) as t —> oo. In fact, since G{9(-), u(-)): [f0, oo) —► 3% is nonincreasing.

the approached (6 , u ) belongs to the same (disjoint) component of the set

5?° = {(0, u) x^3| G{6, u) < G{6°, u0)} (18)

in which (9°, w°) lies, and (6(t), u(t)) belongs to this component for all t > t0.

For (0°, u ) such that G(6°, u°) is sufficiently small, the identified component will

contain only one equilibrium which, therefore, is the unique equilibrium approached

by (0(/), «(0) ■
If (6 , u ) is such that G(8 , u ) is large and the identified component of &

contains more than one equilibrium (9C, u), it is impossible to tell which one of

these equilibria is approached unless the "dissipative torques" t, , x2 , and x f are

completely specified. Here we have assumed only that these torques are strictly de-

creasing functions with known zeroes col , a>2, and 0, respectively.

Example 4.2. We modify Example 4.1 by replacing the motors with constant-speed

motors (speed col for the lower, speed co2 for the upper). Defining i//(t) = co{t

and 4>(t) = 0J2t, we see that we need only one generalized coordinate and define

q = 6 e . Thus u — ug e 31 , Q is strongly pseudodissipative (since

r 'f{ug) < 0 for all uH e 31), no coordinates are ignorable (q = q = 9,r = n— 1),

W(t) =3lx x 3lx , D(t, 9, ug) — xj-{ue) G 3lx , and

1 — 2 — 2 2 2
L(t, 9, ug) = -~[J\U"g + J2a>] sin" 9 + Ji(a>2 + Ico^co^ cos9)

2- " (19)
  2 2

+ (/ , + /3 cos" 0)io\] — mgl cos 6 .

We define parameters (a, Q as in (17), and then determine the set of all equilibria

J? = {(0 , ue) G 3lx x 3%X \ ue = 0, {a cos9 - Q sin 9 = 0}

by employing Corollary 2.1. We see that each equilibrium (9e, 0) is isolated from

all others. Some equilibria are unstable and the others are asymptotically stable; the

stability properties of all equilibria were determined for almost all values of a and f

in [9]. In [10] these stability properties were shown to parallel those for the equilibria

of Example 4.1.

We choose h(9) = 0 e 3?1 , p{9) = 0 e 3tx and note that {h{9), p{9)) e %,

S(6, ue) = 0, and 2 G(9, ue) = J{u2g + 2^(1 - cos0) + a( 1 - cos2 9).

All conditions of Corollary 3.1 are met, so to each initial state (9°, u°g) G 3tx x3?x

there corresponds some particular (and isolated) (9e, ueg) e £? such that (6(t), ug(t))

—> (6C, ug) as t —> oo. All conclusions reached in Example 4.1 with respect to the

set of (18) remain valid here for the re-definition

= {(9, ug)e3x^1 \G(9, ug) < G{9°, u°g)} (20)

in terms of the current function G .
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Ur

Fig. 2. Modified skateboard.

Example 4.3. Consider a skateboard (mass m , mass center C, / > 0) allowed to

move upon a rough horizontal surface a (assumed inertial), but replace one wheel-

assembly by a ball-bearing. See Fig. 2. We shall ignore both mass and bearing

friction of the ball and the rear wheels, which are assumed to roll on a. Choosing

the board /? to be our collection and defining q = (9, x, y) 6 3? = &, we see
3 3

that u = (ug , ux , u ) € 3? . T and ^ are time-invariant, Q(t, q, u) = 0 e 3?

is pseudoconservative with U(t, q, u) = 0, and coordinates (x, y) are ignorable.

Hence, we may define q = 9 e = 3? and

L(t, 9 , u) — T{t, q , u)

tn , 2 2 > If, 2
= J (Mx + uy) + ~2ue

+ mlue{uv cos 6 - ux sin 9),

W(t) = {(0 , u) G 3lX x 31^1 mv sin 9 = uy cos 9} ,

D{t, 9, u) = D(t, q, u) = (0, 0, 0) € .

Constant solutions of (3)-(4) result from all initial states (9°, u°) in the equilib-

rium set

s? — {{9, u) e x 1 ug = 0, «f sin 0 = wv cos0}.

1 3
(See Corollary 2.1.) Note that no equilibrium is isolated in 3? x 31 , and f

corresponds to all straight-line motions of the board.

Conditions (a) and (b) of Corollary 3.1 are violated, but the more general Theorem

3.1 may be applicable. We choose some and define hu(9) = 9 e 3lx,

p^d) = (0, n cos 9, /u sin 9) e 31^,
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for all 0 e . Hence, F^t, 6, u) — 0,

yyj *) I ")
y [(ux - fi cos 0) + (wv - n sin 0)"] + -j-u'e ,

2
S J 6, u) = jum(ux sin0 - uycosd)ue/2 - /unlug

in (6)-(8), and 5^(0 , u) = -umlue for all (0, u) e ^(/q) . For any /u e ^ condi-

tions (a)-(c) and (e) of Theorem 3.1 are met. Condition (d) is met for every /u > 0 .

Note that G0(d, u) is the total energy, which is entirely kinetic.

Consider any initial state (0°, w°) e and note that, for any choice of fi > 0,

Theorem 3.1 implies ug(t) —> 0 as t —> oo. Let v(-): [/0, oo) —> be such that

ux{t) = v(?) cos 8{t), uy(t) = v(t)sind{t),

along the solutions of (3)-(4). Theorem 3.1 implies that

+ m\v(t) - n\2] = -2nmlu]{t) (21)

for any n e & , and n = 0 leads to the energy conservation result

cL[IBu](t) + mv\t)] = 0. (22)

Hence, (6(t), u(t)) —> W as / —> oo , and (21)—(22) lead to

^jv(t) = lu2e(t)>0, (23)

^u\{t) = -~ue{t)v{t), (24)

for all t > t0 .

We see that the equilibrium set I? is a global attractor and (21) implies that a

subset of %,

%s = {(0 , u) e x 1 u — (0, v cos 9 , v sin 0), and v > 0} ,

is a stable set (see Definition IV.3.1 of [8]), while the relative complement <§*" =

2? \ &s is an unstable set. In fact, (23)-(24) imply that every {6e, u ) e If" is an

unstable equilibrium, every (0f, u ) e IT* is stable, and no (0e, u) is asymptotically

stable. Finally, (23)-(24) imply that if (0°, u°) £ I?", then (0(0 > "(0) ~^ as

t —> oo . is an attractor for all (0°, w°) IT".

As every (0°, «°) 6 f f1 U is an equilibrium, we have ascertained the

general behavior of all solutions of (3)-(4). Note that the "almost-global attractor"

2?s corresponds to all straight-line motions for which the wheels are behind the mass

center.

5. Concluding remarks. In [9] the idea of a "pseudodissipative system" was pre-

sented and described as a means of accounting for the ubiquitous effects of friction

and the properties of real motors. However, Examples 4.1-4.2 demonstrate that
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these real-world phenomena often simplify greatly both the analysis of, and the con-

clusions on, general asymptotic behavior. If we were to replace the realistic motors

of Example 4.1 by ideal zero-torque motors (t,(x) = 0 = t-,(x) for all x € ^),

the set % would be greatly enlarged (see Example 4.2 of [10]) and our conclusion

on asymptotic behavior would be much less refined. If instead we were to assume

t f{x) = 0 for all x € 32 in Example 4.2, we could not even conclude that ug(t) —► 0

as t —* oo.

In all of our examples, we have found it advantageous to choose (h{q), p{q)) e

f for all q e , even though Theorem 3.1 does not require this (Corollary 3.1

does). The function G of (6) is related to a simpler function G of [9, 10] wherein

(h(q), p(q)) = {q , u) e f for some specific equilibrium under stability investiga-

tion. Corollary 3.1 requires such a choice but Theorem 3.1 does not. In Example

4.3, notice that we did not choose (h{6), p(6)) to be a specific equilibrium, even

through our choice for (h(8), p{6)) £ £? for all 6 e (f = . Such choices for

(h(q), p(q)) seem to be the most useful in Theorem 3.1.

In Example 4.3 we decomposed J? into two disjoint subsets %5 and f". We

found <£s to be a stable set while If" was an unstable set; we also reached stability

conclusions for each equilibrium. Such stability conclusions cannot be reached for

Example 4.3 on the basis of the results presented in [lO]1^. This current success

at stability analysis has resulted from the special choice made for (h(6),p(6)) in

Example 4.3.

Herein we have defined the set % of all equilibria of (3)-(4), and we have been

concerned with showing that u(t)) —> J? as t —> oo, for all initial states

(<7°, u°) € &{t0). We note that 2? always can be decomposed into two disjoint

sets and <£" such that IT" consists solely of equilibria (qe, u) which are un-

stable. In any physical system there always are random small disturbances which are

not taken into account by a deterministic mathematical model, so a conclusion (as in

Examples 4.1-4.3) that {q{t), u{t)) —> 2? as / —► oo may be interpreted as meaning

"in a practical sense" (or "with probability one") that (q(t), u(t)) <£s as t —► oo,

for the physical system under consideration. Hence, practically speaking, the board

in Example 4.3 eventually moves in a straight line with the mass center C ahead of

the wheels, regardless of its initial state.

Example 4.3 demonstrates why successful design of a tricycle landing-gear is very

difficult when the swiveling wheel is to be at the tail of an aircraft [2], If the tail-wheel

assembly too closely resembles the ball-bearing of Example 4.3, the tail prefers to be

in front and the rolling aircraft may ground-loop.

In all three of our examples we were able to conclude that the set f of all equilibria

was a global attractor; i.e., (q(t), u{t)) as / —► oo, for every (q°, u°) e W(t0).

This conclusion is not too surprising in Examples 4.1-4.2, wherein Q is strongly

pseudodissipative. However, it seems a quite remarkable conclusion in Example 4.3

wherein Q is pseudoconservative.

* In each of Theorems 3.1-3.3 of [10], condition (a) is violated by Example 4.3.
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A simple extension of Theorem 3.1 can be made. In some systems which are

not strongly pseudodissipative, one may know of one or more "motion integrals"

Wf. & x 32n —> 31; that is, one knows a priori that W^cftt), u(t)) is constant

along each solution of the motion equations (3)-(4). Choosing arbitrary real num-

bers , we see that Theorem 3.1 remains valid when G is replaced therein by

G = G + • "'"his extension may be very useful for some systems.

No motion integrals existed in Examples 4.1-4.2, wherein Q was strongly pseu-

dodissipative. In the pseudoconservative Example 4.3 there did exist one motion

integral W{ = T, but this also was a consequence of our analysis; see (22). In none

of our examples was there a momentum-type integral.

A reviewer feels that this work is closely related to the results of [6] and [7], The

author can see no connection.
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